
 

Monodraw 1.2.2

monodraw 1.2.1 is out! i've spent the last 3 weeks working on this release. this is basically a complete re-
write. in many ways it's the most significant release monodraw has had since its first release at the end of

may 2015. it is a big re-write but it is mostly under the hood stuff so it's not too visible to users. i've
changed the way layers work. the new layers are now more organized and intuitive. duplicated shapes are

now automatically created so if you draw the same shape again, it won't be added again. the layers are
now all based on the diagram so it is easier to draw new diagrams and copy existing ones. the main

question is: how can you use all these changes? i now have a detailed section in the documentation where
you can find more information on how to organize your work and export projects. the new stuff is easy to
learn so you won't have to worry about it. after the release of 0.9.6 i started working on a little indie book

called ' monodraw: 0.1 - the uml diagramming app ' that is currently in production. a little plug for
someone you may have never heard of, but someone who can put out a good book on a topic i like: this

book is being published by cooler cloth publishing which i hope you all will support. it would be awesome if
you buy a book for someone you know and you can also pick a book from their small selection of project
management books if this one appeals to you. it will make me an even happier developer and probably

have a chance to use a return on investment someday ;) i can't promise anything but i would love to hear
what you think about the book or if you have other suggestions to improve it.
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Monodraw 1.2.2

monodraw 1.2 is a milestone version that really represents a new level of art
creation. this release brings in a major update to the text format with the
ability to interactively select, copy and paste full pages of text. as well, we
have made it even easier to manage drawing areas on the canvas. you can
have multiple drawing areas and place them anywhere on the canvas. to
learn more about that, read our new getting started guide. new drawing

blocks are also included and can be easily selected from the tools menu. we
added many useful drawing tools as well as a new set of layout tools.

monodraw 1.1 is a milestone release that comes with many new features as
well as a robust set of new blocks, page breakers and more. the version

change was forced because we used an old method to implement the text
blocks. in order to have them be pretty, we had to change their appearance.

we have also done some heavy updating to the library, so you no longer
have to manually load.pak files. there's been some talk of what's coming

next for monodraw. based on your feedback, we've decided that we want to
give you more features before releasing a paid version and moving on to
other projects. this announcement now lets you know that a 2.0 is coming

for monodraw very soon. new features are going into the next release which
will be named monodraw 2.0. the most important one is probably the ui
redesign of the library. from 2.0 on, you'll be able to access the ascii and

utf-8 editor in the same application. also we'll probably migrate some of the
work we've been doing in dataviz into monodraw and other projects.
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